OPTO-ELECTRONIC HIGH ORDER FEEDBACK NEURAL NETWORK

Indexing terms: Opto electronics, Neural networks, Nonlinear systems

A novel neural network design, in which nonlinearities are created by feedback, is described. It is called the HOFNET. The design is suitable for optical implementation because it is tolerant of the limited dynamic ranges present in optical systems. An optical system with electronic feedback was constructed and its operation is described.

There has been recent interest in the use of neural networks for the task of pattern recognition. In particular, neural networks with higher order nonlinearities have been shown to have substantially increased memory capacity over their lower order counterparts by having the same number of neurons. Design has been proposed but only a few second order optical networks have been constructed. The use of optical hardware offers the potential of large numbers of fully interconnected neurons operating at high speed. Optical systems suffer from a limited dynamic range, typically less than 30 dB, because of saturation limits and high background noise levels. So signal levels emerging from a single component having a high order nonlinearity either run into saturation or are perturbed by the high input noise, in both cases losing valuable magnitude information. The higher the order, the worse the problem, although the greater memory capacity can overcome this problem.

In this letter we describe a different approach in which nonlinearities are created in an otherwise linear network by feedback. This High Order Feedback NET, or HOFNET, consists of M parallel channels, where M is the number of known exemplar patterns stored in the learning procedure. Each channel is associated with an individual correlator which correlates the input pattern p, with one of the stored patterns s_i (i = 1, ..., M). Every channel (Fig. 1) performs the same processing function starting with the multiplication of an input constant signal level A_i by the Fourier transform of one of the known stored patterns, FT (s_i) = S_i. The output A_S_i is inverse Fourier transformed to give A_s which is then multiplied by the complex conjugate of the input pattern, p, which for real input patterns is just p itself. This is followed by a further Fourier transform which, by the convolution theorem, yields the required correlation (denoted by *). Finally the correlation passes through an amplitude of gain g to give A_g(S,P) which is fed back to the start of the loop to continue similar iterations. The output, taken from before the multiplication by the input pattern, is given on repeated iterations by A_s = A_g(S,P) = A_g(S,P^*) = A_g(S,P) after n iterations. The order of the nonlinearity of the network is not fixed but increases by unity on each iteration until the strongest signal reaches saturation. Each iteration performs an independent calculation of the correlation which is multiplied by the product of all of the earlier similar calculations circulating in the loop. Time varying noise within the net or on the input pattern tends to be averaged out. The loop gain is given by G = g^M. If G is unity the signal circulates at constant amplitude. If G is greater than unity the signal magnitude increases as the loop iterates, increasing at higher rates the closer the input pattern is to the known stored pattern in that channel. If G is less than unity the signal in that channel decreases, ultimately vanishing. The value of G (and hence g) determines the radius of attraction of the net around each of the stored patterns. By setting G correctly we can arrange that only input patterns sufficiently similar to the known stored pattern in the channel persist, circulating within the loop.

To see this clearly consider the case when the known stored patterns (having N pixels or bits) are all N of the members of a binary (+1, -1), orthogonal set so that they are all equal Hamming distances apart. If the input, also assumed to be binary (+1, -1), is less than N/4 bits different from a given pattern, s_i, say, then the correct answer will be obtained if it converges to s_i. If it is more than N/4 bits different, it will be closer to another of the orthogonal stored patterns and so it should not converge to s_i. Therefore, we need to set the radius of attraction to be N/4 bits. Such an input would give a correlation peak with the pattern s_i of N/2. So we want patterns with correlations greater than N/2 to persist and those less to vanish. This can be achieved by setting (S,P) = N/2 for G = 1 giving a fixed gain of g = 2/N. If any binary input pattern is put into the net each channel will iterate but only one pattern will persist. All others will decay to zero on sufficient repeated iterations so giving the correct answer.

Fig. 1 Single channel of HOFNET

Fig. 2 Fourier transform hologram recording

The memory of our opto-electronic implementation of the HOFNET is provided by a spatially multiplexed Fourier transform hologram which is recorded during the training phase as shown in Fig. 2. The training exemplar pattern is illuminated by a HeNe laser through a ground glass screen to randomise the phase. This object is then Fourier transformed by a lens to give a Fourier transform hologram when interfered with a coherently related plane collimated reference beam on the recording plate. The ground glass screen produces an almost uniform intensity distribution in the Fourier transform which enables higher efficiency holograms to be recorded on the plate. The recording plate is moved laterally and further training patterns are recorded side by side in a square array on the plate. The hologram is formed in silver halide and bleached to give a phase hologram.

The opto-electronic HOFNET (Fig. 3) was designed so that the same input pattern would appear in each of the channels. This was achieved by allowing the channels to intersect at the input pattern while maintaining the individual identity of each channel by angular multiplexing. This has the advantage that noise on the input pattern is exactly transferred into each channel so no discrepancies between channels due to non-uniform or noisy input devians can occur.
The holographic store (H) is replayed by a broad reference beam. The outputs from each hologram are Fourier transformed by a lens so that the original training patterns are reconstructed. This configuration causes the reconstructed images to be coincident in one plane. The input transparency is placed in this plane. Each reconstructed training pattern is multiplied by the input as they pass through. Thereafter the patterns emerging from the input transparency are Fourier transformed by a second lens to give the correlation on an optical detector array. In our initial experiment a single detector preceded by a pinhole was moved to detect the correlations. The electronic detector output was fed back through an IBM XT computer to control the intensity of the light incident on each hologram independently by means of a liquid crystal spatial light modulator. In the experiment three orthogonal training patterns were stored. Each 16 pixel (4 x 4) binary pattern was reproduced twice, side by side, one copy being made the negative of the other, because of the difficulty of representing +1 and -1 in optics. The actual patterns consisted of 8 x 4 arrays. When one quarter of an input pattern was blocked the net converged to the complete correct pattern in two iterations.

In conclusion, the HOFNET has several benefits. The non-linearity is produced by means of feedback and not by optical material nonlinearities and so the network is not limited by the switching speed, non-uniformity or availability of large arrays of opto-electronic nonlinear neurons. The feedback enables the HOFNET to be markedly tolerant to input and system generated time varying noise and so makes it ideally suited for optical implementation.
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Fig. 1 CW light-current characteristic of two-element individually addressed laser diode

- Channels A and B driven independently
- Both channels driven in parallel

The junction temperature rise, in addition to limiting the output power from the diode pair, contributes to the crosstalk between channels. The total crosstalk has three sources: thermal, electrical and optical. The relative importance of thermal and electrical components will largely be determined by the frequency of the laser operation. We have measured the total crosstalk at different frequencies to differentiate between the thermal and electrical components (for diodes on 50 μm centres the optical crosstalk is below the measurement capability of our system).

At low frequencies, the crosstalk is dominated by thermal interaction. To measure thermal crosstalk, channel A is biased at 30 mW with a low-noise, DC current supply. Channel B is pulsed from zero current to 30 mW with 2 ms pulse lengths at a 50% duty cycle. Within the 2 ms pulse length, the diode array reaches thermal equilibrium. The steady-state sag in the optical output of channel A caused by the operation of channel B is measured by imaging the near field of channel A onto a Si photodetector. The drop in the optical output of channel A, as a percentage of its output with B off, is the total

HIGH POWER (>100 mW), LOW CROSSTALK (<0.4%), INDIVIDUALLY ADDRESSED LASER DIODES

Indexing terms: Semiconductor lasers, Diodes

Individually addressed high power dual channel diode lasers have been fabricated on 50 μm centres and bonded in a p-side up configuration. The diodes emit in a single spatial mode at greater than 100 mW CW output power, and have a total measured crosstalk of as low as 0.37% (-24 dB) at 250 Hz, and -33 dB at 1 MHz.

High power, single element, coherent laser diodes have rapidly found application in communication, printing, and optical recording systems. In order to further increase the speed of these systems, it is desirable to integrate several such lasers monolithically. As a result, high speed printing and optical write/verify operations can be performed in parallel without significantly increasing the complexity of the optical system. The application requirements for the diode array then become: (i) individual addressability with close centre-to-centre spacing (<150 μm), (ii) >30 mW per emitter in a single spatial and spectral mode (for optical recording), and (iii) low crosstalk (<2.4%) between emitters.

In this letter, we describe our results from high power individually-addressed dual channel laser diodes. Each diode is a 4 μm wide, real refractive index-guided laser which emits in a single spatial mode to high power. The two-diode arrays are mounted p-side up onto a copper heat sink for CW testing, with individual wire bonds made to each p-electrode. As described below, our results demonstrate that high-power, closely-spaced, low-crosstalk, reliable laser diode arrays can be fabricated in a p-up configuration, in which individual addressability is simple.